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Observation of breatherlike states in a single Josephson cell

F. Pignatelli and A. V. Ustinov
Physikalisches Institut III, Universita¨t Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg, Erwin-Rommel-Strasse 1, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany

~Received 27 August 2002; published 14 March 2003!

We present experimental observation of broken-symmetry states in a superconducting loop with three Jo-
sephson junctions. These states are generic for discrete breathers in Josephson ladders. The existence region of
the breatherlike states is found to be in good accordance with the theoretical expectations. We observed three
different resonant states in the current-voltage characteristics of the broken-symmetry state, as predicted by
theory. The experimental dependence of the resonances on the external magnetic field is studied in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinearity and discreteness in lattices lead to the e
tence of spatially localized stable solutions@1–3#. These so-
lutions, called discrete breathers~DBs!, are characterized by
time periodicity and a strong spatial localization of energy,
the scale of the lattice constant. The localized mode can
vibrational or rotational, depending on the lattice and
type of excitation. In the second case, the DB is calledroto-
breather. DBs were found to exist in a large variety of no
linear discrete lattices, including weakly coupled optic
wave guides@4#, crystal lattice in solids@5#, antiferromagnets
@6#, and Josephson junction arrays@7–11#. The latter system
is a convenient experimental tool to investigate the existe
and dynamics of DBs. The discrete lattice used here is c
stituted by an array of coupled underdamped small Jose
son junctions~JJs!.

A JJ is composed of two superconducting layers separ
by a thin tunnel barrier. Its dynamics can be described in
resistively-capacitively-shunted-junction model~RCSJ! @12#.
The equation for the superconducting phase difference
tween the two superconducting layers constituting the ju
tion w is written in the normalized form as

g5ẅ1aẇ1sinw. ~1!

Here the time unit is normalized by the inverse of t
Josephson plasma frequencyvp , g is the bias currentI nor-
malized by its critical value anda is the damping. This equa
tion is formally equivalent to the equation of motion of
weakly damped pendulum in the presence of an exte
torqueg. This mechanical analog allows an easy descript
of the two possible states of the JJ. If we apply a torqueg
.1, the pendulum will start to rotate with an average f
quency ^ẇ&. After the pendulum is driven to the rotatin
state, it will stay in this state, even forg,1, as long as the
external torque is large enough to compensate the dam
term. So that, at some range ofg, both static and rotating
states are possible, depending on the initial conditions.
the second Josephson equationV5F0/2p^ẇ&, these two
states are equivalent, respectively, to the superconduc
and resistive states of the JJ. In experiment, by measuring
voltage on the JJ, it is possible to distinguish between th
two states.
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Josephson ladders allow for the existence of both osc
tory and rotational localized modes@13#. However, only the
latter ones are easy to detect experimentally. A rotobrea
in the Josephson ladder is constituted by some of the JJ
the resistive~rotating! state, while the rest of JJs stay in th
superconducting~oscillating! state. The rotobreathers wer
experimentally detected by measuring theI -V characteristics
of the JJs in different points of the ladder@7,10# and were
also directly visualized by low temperature scanning la
microscopy@8,9#.

Josephson ladders can support linear cavity modes
can interact with the localized modes@10,11,14,15#. The in-
teraction of the linear modes of the ladder with the localiz
modes was found to lead to nonlinear features in the cha
teristic of DBs. Their complex dynamics in the region of th
linear cavity resonances was investigated experimentally
the measurements of theI -V characteristics of various DB
@11#.

Single Josephson cells have been proposed@16,17# to pro-
vide an insight into complex discrete breather states of lar
systems such as Josephson ladders and two-dimens
Josephson junction arrays. Broken-symmetry states w
characteristics similar to those of discrete breathers were
posed to exist@16–18#. In the following, we will call these
broken-symmetry statesbreatherlikestates.

Superconducting loops with three Josephson juncti
have also been recently proposed for the realization o
qubit @19,20#. Such a loop has an important property requir
for the qubit, namely, two closely positioned minima in th
dependence of its energy on the external magnetic field@21#.
Note, however, that in this work we are interested in pha
rotational states, which are clearly different from oscillato
states discussed for qubits.

In this paper, we study a single Josephson cell with th
small underdamped Josephson junctions. Two junctions
same area placed along the direction parallel to the unifo
bias current,V1 V2, are called vertical junctions. The thir
junction located in one of the two transverse branches of
cell, is called horizontalH, see Fig. 1.

A parameter of cellanisotropy, h, is defined as the ratio
between the critical current of the horizontal junction a
one of the vertical junctions,h5I CH /I CV . The parameter of
anisotropy describes the coupling between the two vert
junctions, so that, in the limith→0, the two vertical junc-
tions are entirely decoupled, while the larger theh is, the
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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stronger is the coupling. The cell is called isotropic if a
three junctions have same parameters, anisotropic otherw
The system is uniformly biased by two equal currentsI, ap-
plied through the vertical branches, 1-2 and 3-4, Fig. 1.
long as the uniform bias currentI is smaller than the critica
current I CV , all the junctions stay in the superconductin
state, Fig. 2~a!. As the currentI exceeds the critical value
I CV , the system switches to the homogeneous whirling st
constituted by both vertical junctions in the resistive st
and the horizontal one in the superconducting state,
2~b!. Both these cases are symmetric states and there i
current on the horizontal junction, so that the two vertic
junctions behave identically. We are interested in the last
cases, Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, which are the inhomogeneou
breatherlike states. These two states have the same beh
and are characterized by the horizontal junction and one
the vertical junctions in the resistive state, while the oth
vertical junction remains in the superconducting state.
these cases, obviously, some part of the bias current fl
through the transverse branch.

The procedure to generate breatherlike states in exp
ments is similar to that used for Josephson ladders@7,8#. We
bias the system by a local currentI loc through the transvers
branch 4-2, Fig. 1, and increase this current until the sys
switches to a breatherlike state. Afterwards, we increase
bias currentI and simultaneously decreaseI loc to zero, keep-
ing the system in the generated state. An alternative pro
dure is to first apply a homogeneous bias currentI ,I CV at a
value where we expect to find the breatherlike state sta
then increase the local currentI loc to generate it, and finally

FIG. 1. ~a! Sketch of the single Josephson cell, with three
~indicated by crosses!, two verticalV1 , V2 and one horizontalH.
~b! Optical image of our experimental cell with 434 mm2 hole and
three underdamped Nb/Al-AlOx /Nb JJs.

FIG. 2. Possible states of the system:~a! superconducting state
~b! homogeneous whirling state, and~c! and~d! the two symmetric
breatherlike states.
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reduceI loc back to zero. By using the two different direc
tions of the initial local current, it is possible to generate bo
breatherlike states shown in Fig. 2.

Different states of the system can be experimentally
tected by measuring the dc voltage on Josephson juncti
As for Josephson ladders, the broken-symmetry states ar
consequence of the characteristic property of small und
damped Josephson junctions, that is, the coexistence
some ranges of the bias current, of two different stable sta
superconducting and resistive.

II. DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM

The dynamics of the system is described by the ph
differences across the three Josephson junctionswV1

, wV2
,

wH . Using the current conservation law in each node of
cell and the flux quantization for the cell, one can get t
equations of motion for the system@17,18#:

N~wV1
!5g2

1

bL
~wV1

2wV2
1wH12p f !,

N~wV2
!5g1

1

bL
~wV1

2wV2
1wH12p f !,

N~wH!52
1

bLh
~wV1

2wV2
1wH12p f !, ~2!

where the time is normalized by the inverse of the Joseph
plasma frequencyvp . The influence of the external mag
netic field is introduced by the term 2p f /bL . The param-
eters of the system are the uniformbias currentnormalized
by the critical current of the vertical junctions,g5I /I CV , the
normalized self-inductanceof the cell, bL52pLI CV /F0
~where L is its real inductance!, the damping, a
5AF0 /(2pI CR2C), and the frustration parameterf
5Fext /F0, which can be tuned by the external magne
field H. The operatorN represents the current through
single junction in the RCSJ model and is defined asN(w)
5ẅ1aẇ1sinw.

Using a simplified dc model@17#, where the vertical and
horizontal junctions in the resistive state are considered
resistances (RV for vertical junctions andRH5RV /h for
horizontal ones! and those in the superconducting state j
as shorts, one can estimate the dimensionless breathe
quencyV5^ẇ&, that is the voltage across a junction in th
resistive state normalized byF0vp/2p:

V5
g

a~11h!
. ~3!

From this one can also evaluate the region of existence of
breatherlike state. The minimum currentg r at which a
broken-symmetry state may exist isg r5(11h)gR , where
gR is the retrapping current of the single junction. Accordi
to Ref. @22#, gR54a/p and

s
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g r5
4a

p
~11h!. ~4!

At g,g r the system is retrapped to the superconduct
state. The maximum current for a breatherlike state is

gc5
11h

112h
. ~5!

Above this current the system switches to the homogene
rotating state.

In experiment the bias current 2I is introduced in parallel
via two external resistorsRb , see inset in Fig. 3. In a broken
symmetry state this biasing scheme induces a nonequal
currents in the two vertical branches. This leads to a red
tion of the breather frequency,

Ṽ5
g

a@~11h!1r #
.VS 12

1

11h
r D . ~6!

With r 5RV/2Rb the region of existence of the breather sta
shrinks tog r̃,g,g c̃, where

g r̃5g r1
4a

p
r ,

g c̃5
~11h!1r

~112h!12r
.gc2

1

~112h!2
r . ~7!

The I -V characteristic of a small underdamped JJ is stron
nonlinear. Therefore the dampinga strongly depends onV.
The value ofr and the discussed corrections, Eqs.~6! and
~7!, are large only in the subgap voltage range, whereRV is
large. For simplicity we will assumeg c̃5gc . The bias resis-
tors also influence the damping in the horizontal JJ. Roug
speaking, we have to consider an additional resistanceRb
in parallel to the horizontal JJ. This leads to a correction

FIG. 3. Dependence of maximum~solid squares! and minimum
~solid diamonds! currents for the breatherlike state on the damp
a r . The solid lines show the theoretical expectations of the
model, Eqs.~4! and ~5!. The inset shows the sketch of the syste
with the biasing circuit.
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damping in the horizontal JJ toã5a(11r /h). Note that
this simplified analysis is valid only for dc currents. At hig
frequencies the shunting effect ofRb is reduced due to the
large inductance of the bias leads.

The simplified dc model neglects the influence of t
small oscillations of the Josephson phase that may ca
instability and nonlinearity in the characteristics of th
breatherlike state. Neglecting the damping and lineariz
the equation of motion, Eqs.~2!, around the breatherlike
state, Eq.~3!, it is possible to calculate the two characteris
frequencies of these oscillations@17,18#:

v65~F6AF22G!1/2, ~8!

where

F5
1

2
cos~c1!1

112h

2hbL
,

G5
11h

hbL
cos~c1!.

Here c1 is the phase shift of the vertical junction in th
superconducting state evaluated by the dc model,c1
5arcsin@g(112h)/(11h)#. The presence of the electroma
netic oscillations leads then toprimary resonances in the
breatherlike state, when the frequency of the breatherV
locks to the frequency of the electromagnetic oscillationsv1

or v2 , and toparametricand combinationresonances, re
spectively, atV5nv6 , wheren>2 is an integer, andV
5n(v16v2), wheren is an integer@17,18#.

Using the rotational approximation@23#, two different de-
pendences of the resonant step amplitudeDg on the frustra-
tion have been obtained forprimary and parametric reso-
nances@18#:

Dgv6
}UsinS c1

2
1

bLgh

2~11h!
1p f D U, ~9!

Dgnv6
}A~12h!214h cos2S c1

2
1

bLgh

2~11h!
1p f D .

~10!

Expressions~9! and~10! have the same periodicity inf as the
critical current in the whirling state, but, depending on t
parameters of the system, they may be asymmetric with
spect tof 50. Moreover, the external magnetic field can co
siderably change the amplitude of the resonance and, in
case of primary resonance, even make it vanish for so
values of the frustration.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experimental system is a single cell with the hole a
434 mm2, containing three small underdampe
Nb/Al-AlO x /Nb Josephson junctions@24#, see Fig. 1. The
critical current density, measured at 4.2 K, isJC
5133 A/cm2. The area of each vertical junction is about
37 mm2, while that of horizontal one is 334 mm2. The

c
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F. PIGNATELLI AND A. V. USTINOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 036607 ~2003!
anisotropy of the system, evaluated from the design, is t
h50.24. The parameter of self-inductance of the cell at
K, evaluated by measurement of a superconducting quan
interferences device~SQUID! of same geometry, isbL
51.47. The two equal bias currents are introduced by
parallel external resistances,Rb51.5 kV. This leads tor pa-
rameter ranging between 0.35 and 0.02, depending onT, so
that the corrections of Eqs.~6! and ~7! are negligible. The
measurements are performed in a4He cryostat@25# in the
temperature range between 4 K and 8 K, so that the param
eters of the systemJC , a, bL , andvp can be varied. For
each temperature the subgap dampingasg

5AF0 /(2pI CVRsg
2 C) is evaluated from the subgap resi

tanceRsg of the homogeneous whirling state~for V,16).
The effective damping in the RCSJ model,a r5(p/4)
3(I R/2I CV), and the critical current densityJC are evaluated
from the characteristic of the homogeneous whirling state
various temperatures, while the parameter of self-inducta
bL is evaluated from the critical current density. Finally, t
value of the plasma frequency is obtained at every temp
ture by fitting the voltage of the parametric resonant step
the expected value 2v1 .

For the convenience of comparing with theory, the expe
mental data are shown in the previously introduced norm
ized units of the bias currentg5I /I CV , breather frequency
V5V/(vpF0/2p), and frustrationf 5Fext /F0.

In the range of temperatures from 4.2 K to 7.75 K it w
possible to excite both breatherlike states and they w
found stable in a finite range of the bias current. No brea
erlike state was found stable for temperatures above 7.7
(a r.0.35).

In Fig. 3 the experimental dependence of the current
gion of existence of the broken-symmetry states on the
fective dampinga r is reported. The bias current at which th
breather is retrapped,g r , increases linearly with the damp
ing, in good agreement with the theoretical expectation
Eq. ~4!. The maximum current that allows the existence
the breatherlike state slightly decreases with increas
dampinga r , see Fig. 3, whereas from Eq.~5! it is expected
to be constant (gc50.84).

In fact, the temperature variation leads to an alteration
several parameters, see Fig. 4. In particular, the decrea
the self-inductancebL at high temperatures leads to strong
interactions of the breatherlike state with the small osci
tions. This effect may strongly affect~in the range 0.1,bL
,1) the region of existence of the breatherlike state, es
cially its upper border@17#. In fact, the experimental dat
show deviation from the expected value fora r>0.15, which
is in the range of the self-inductance between 0.9 and 0

The values of damping,a r andasg , and of the respective
resistances,Rr andRsg , are shown in Fig. 4. The differenc
between the two resistances is about a factor 10 and foll
from the models that describe the whirling state in the s
gap branch@26–28#. Rsg allows for a phenomenological de
scription of the dynamics, assuming the damping is const
dotted line in Fig. 5.Rr gives an estimation of the equivale
resistance responsible for the effective dissipation in the g
eralized RCSJ model proposed by Chen, Fisher, and Leg
@26#. Following this model, theI -V characteristic near the
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retrapping current (g2g r!g r) is described by the formula
g2g r5g r@(2pA/V)1B#exp(22p/V), whereA and B are
constants, see the fit shown by a solid line in Fig. 5. T
temperature dependence of the two resistances is similar
agrees with the theoretical expected behavior for the ther
regime,R} exp(D/kBT), whereD is the energy gap andkB is
the Boltzman constant@26#, see inset in Fig. 4.

No resonances were observed in theI -V characteristics at
temperatures below 6 K. The small damping of the junctio
at this temperature seems to be unfavorable for reaching
small frequencies of the electromagnetic oscillations wh
the resonances are expected (Vmin.5.5). Increasing the
temperature of the system had two helpful effects for see
the resonances, namely, the increase in damping and
crease in self-inductance, see Fig. 4. As a consequence o
larger damping, the breatherlike states were stable dow
smaller frequencies, whereas a smaller inductance moved
frequencies of the resonances up.

At T56 K it was possible to observe the first resona
step. The parameters of the system at this temperature

FIG. 4. Dependence of the damping, evaluated by the retrap
current (a r solid squares! and by the subgap resistance (asg solid
circles!, and of the self-inductance~open triangles! on the tempera-
ture of the system. The inset shows the subgap resistanceRsg and
the effective resistanceRr , vs T21.

FIG. 5. Measured subgap branch for the whirling state~solid
circles! at T56 K and its fit ~solid line! by the formulag2g r

5g r@(2pA/V)1B#exp(22p/V) with A520.53 and B51.24
@26#. The dotted line shows the phenomenological modelg5g0

1asgV.
7-4
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OBSERVATION OF BREATHERLIKE STATES IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 036607 ~2003!
a r.0.11, asg.0.008, Jc592 A/cm2, bL51.02, and
vp/2p537 GHz. This resonance is a step in the charac
istic, shown in Fig. 6. Comparing this resonance with tha
higher temperatures and with the theoretical expectation
deduce it to be the parametric resonance at 2v1 .

At T56.65 K we detect two additional resonances in t
characteristics of the breatherlike state, see Fig. 7. At
temperature the parameters of the system area r.0.18, asg
.0.016, Jc570 A/cm2, bL50.77 and vp/2p530 GHz.
The two larger resonances,A andB, are different by an in-
teger factor of 2, as expected for 2v1 andv1 . The depen-
dences of the current amplitude on the external magn
field for stepsA andB is strongly different. The resonanceA
has its maximum amplitude close to zero frustration, see
7~a!, and disappears in a wide range aroundf 50.5, see Fig.
8. Another resonanceB is always present, but has near
opposite behavior. At the top of the resonanceB, around
frustrationf 50.4 or f 520.6, the system shows an instab
ity by switching either to the homogeneous whirling state
to the superconducting state, as shownin Fig. 8. In this ra

FIG. 6. Measured current-voltage characteristics of the bre
erlike state at temperatureT56 K and frustrationf 520.1, where
the magnitude of the resonant step is maximum. The dashed
dotted lines show, respectively, the theoretical expectations for
current-voltage curve, Eq.~3!, and for the frequencies of the reso
nances, Eq.~8!.
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of frustration the measurements of the resonant stepB were
performed with less accuracy and faster because of its p
stability. We argue that the larger stepB is due to the primary
resonance atV5v1 , whereas the stepA is due to the para-
metric resonance atV52v1 . The third smaller nonlinearity
C is at a frequency between the other two, close to the th
retically expected value for the combination resonance
V5v11v2 , see Fig 7. This resonance was only presen
a small range of frustration around zero, where, from
theory, the combination resonance is expected to be m
mum. Because of its reduced amplitude this resonant
has no hysteresis and its dependence on the magnetic
was not measured.

In Figs. 9~b!,9~c! we present measurements of the curre
amplitude of the resonant stepsA andB on the external mag-
netic field. The parametric step atT56 K, see Fig. 6, is
higher than that atT56.65 K, Fig. 7. Moreover, because o
the larger damping in the latter case the step vanishes
larger range of the frustration (20.95, f ,20.25 and 0.05
, f ,0.75). Therefore, in order to observe a more cle
modulation of this resonance, we report in Fig. 9~c! its de-
pendence on the external magnetic field atT56 K.

As expected from theory, Eqs.~9! and~10!, the magnetic
field dependence of the resonance amplitudes show an a
metry with respect tof 50. Note that such asymmetry is no
observed forI C( f ), see Fig. 9~a!. The asymmetry depends o
the parameter of the system and particularly on the bias
rent where the resonance occurs. This behavior can be q
tatively attributed to the current flowing in the transver
branch of the cell in the broken-symmetry state. The exp
mental data are in rather good agreement with the theore
expectations. We fitted the maximum and minimum of t
resonant steps in order to find the proportionality coeffici
in Eqs.~9! and~10!. The small variations of the experiment
data around the maximum of the primary resonant step co
be due to the appearance of instabilities, as discussed in
lation to Fig. 8. This behavior was also found in simulatio
@18#. In the case of parametric resonance, the presence
range of frustration, which increases with the dampinga,
where resonant step disappears, is also expected@18#. Note
that the region where the experimental data show the lar

h-

nd
e

FIG. 7. Measured current-voltage characteristics of the breatherlike state at temperatureT56.65 K and for~a! f 520.1, ~b! f 50. The
dashed and dotted lines are explained in Fig. 6. The insets show a magnified view the region of interest.
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FIG. 8. Measured current-voltage characteristic of the breatherlike state in presence of instabilities at temperatureT56.65 K ~a! f
520.6, ~b! f 50.4. The dashed and dotted lines are explained in Fig. 6.
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deviation from the expected behavior is nearly the same
the two cases (20.7, f ,20.4,0.3, f ,0.6).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We observed breatherlike states of broken symmetry in
anisotropic single-cell system. For temperatures lower tha
K, the current-voltage characteristics of the breatherl
states were stable and did not show any resonances. Inc
ing the dissipation by raising the temperature of the syst
03660
r

n
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we decreased the frequencies of rotation of the breathe
state in such a way that it matched the frequencies of
resonances in the cell. In this region, the primary, combi
tion, and parametric resonances were observed. As expe
for all three cases, the interaction of the electromagnetic
cillations with the breatherlike state leads to resonant step
the current-voltage characteristic. The large steps due to
primary and parametric resonances show hysteresis, whe
the combination one induces just a small nonlinearity in
characteristic. The measured dependence on the exte
e
FIG. 9. ~a! Dependence of the critical current of the homogeneous state on the frustration.~b! and~c! show dependence of the magnitud
of the resonant step on the frustration for primary resonanceA ~measured atT56.65 K) and parametric resonanceB ~measured atT
56 K), respectively. The solid lines are the theoretical curves given by Eqs.~9! and ~10!, respectively.
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magnetic field of the magnitude of the primary and param
ric resonant steps is in good agreement with theory. In
case of primary resonance, the external frustration stron
increases the amplitude of the resonant step and lead
instability of the breatherlike state. The combination re
nance, for the same values of the damping, was present
in a small range around zero frustration and did not lead
instabilities. The region of existence of the breatherlike st
was also measured and found in good accordance with
expectations. At smaller values of the self-inductance par
eter the stronger interaction of the breather with the elec
nd
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magnetic oscillations leads to a contraction of the region
existence.
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